Welcome to Higher Logic Super Forum 2021! We are so excited that you will be joining us virtually October 19 – 22, 2021. Below you will find complete details on Super Forum’s registration, attendance, and speaker policies. If you have any questions, please email superforum@higherlogic.com.

By completing your order, you are agreeing to Higher Logic's Terms and Conditions and Event Code of Conduct which is in compliance to US laws.

**CONFERENCE ACCESS**
June 9-11, 2021: Your free registration will include access to the 3-day virtual online conference Event Time: 8:00 AM PST - 1:00 PM PT on June 9-11, 2021.

**SPONSOR MATERIALS**
Higher Logic encourages you to meet and visit with all of the great companies who will be joining us as official sponsors and exhibitors at the Event. The views or opinions expressed by any event attendee, speaker, sponsor or exhibitor are not Higher Logic's views or opinions. All Event attendees, speakers, sponsors and exhibitors are responsible for their own content (including presentations, marketing collateral, advertising and online Web content).

**VIRTUAL BADGE SCANNING**
As an Event attendee you’ll be virtually walking around wearing a virtual conference badge. When you visit a sponsor or exhibitor and engage with their virtual booth, you are opting to share your information with this sponsor which equates to a virtual badge scan. Engagement is considered when you click on any hyperlinks or engage in a discussion with the sponsor or exhibitor within their virtual booth. When your badge is scanned by a sponsor or exhibitor during the Event, you’re opting in to receiving communications from that entity. You will be subject to their communications and privacy policy and will have to opt out with them directly if you later decide to do so.

**PHOTOGRAPHY, AUDIO, AND VIDEO RECORDING**
The Event is held in a public virtual space. We don’t prohibit participants, sponsors and other companies from photographing, capturing video or audiotaping Event activities. We reserve the right to use all images, videos and audio files taken at the Event that include participants, including yourself. By virtually attending the Event, you consent to having your image, voice, likeness and/or presentation recorded. We reserve the right to use such images, recordings and videos without notice or compensation. Such recordings might
include content or material that is protected by copyrights, trademarks, or other rights in which Higher Logic owns or licenses. Participants are not allowed to copy, reproduce, publish, or distribute any photographs, videos or audio files taken at the Event for commercial use without Higher Logic express prior written permission.

DENIAL OF REGISTRATION, SPONSORSHIP, ENTRY OR PARTICIPATION
Higher Logic reserves the right to deny and refuse registration, sponsorship, virtual entry or participation to any individual or entity for any reason including (without limitation) any person who fails to comply with these terms and conditions or our event code of conduct or who in the opinion of Higher Logic represents a security risk, nuisance or annoyance to the running of the Event. You agree to comply with all reasonable instructions issued by Higher Logic at the Event.

PRIVACY STATEMENT
Your privacy is important to Higher Logic, so please see our privacy policy located at https://www.higherlogic.com/legal/privacy/. Higher Logic may share your registration data with other companies involved in the Event to help improve your experience. Examples of data provided to other parties include, but are not limited to, registration services, badge scanning services, hotels and housing vendors. By providing your registration data, you grant Higher Logic permission to share such Event registration data.

CHANGES TO THESE REGISTRATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please be aware that Higher Logic may update and change any part or all of these Registration Terms and Conditions at any time without notification. If Higher Logic updates or changes these Registration Terms and Conditions, the updated Registration Terms and Conditions will be posted at https://hopin.com/events/super-forum-2021 and https://superforum.higherlogic.com/. The updated Registration Terms and Conditions will become effective and binding immediately upon posting. When we change the Registration Terms and Conditions, the "Last Modified" date above will be updated to reflect the date of the most recent version. We encourage you to review these Registration Terms and Conditions periodically.